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1Checkpoint

2How Logtrust
works with
Check Point? 

 _ Checkpoint

C heck Point is a firewall network that offers solutions 
that addresses all your mobile security needs; 

like advanced threat prevention, web security, and DDoS 
protection.
 
The firewall’s enforcement points provide the flexibility to 
personalize security enforcements in the modern enterprise.
The centralized policy management for Check Point 
gateways, mobile  and endpoint solutions provides 
control and consistency across the most complex security 
deployments.

Check Point Security Appliances are easy-to-deploy solutions 
that integrates the following key features:

• Guards the network perimeter from inbound and 
outbound threats.

• Prevents spyware and other malicious programs from 
sending your personal information across the Internet.

• Full stealth mode to keep you concealed from anyone 
on the Internet.

• Protects your programs from malware.
• Monitor additional program actions for a more 

thorough protection.
• Prevents malicious software from damaging files in your 

core Windows operating system.

L ogtrust offers to Check Point firewall Networks 
users a set of advanced security alerts and an alert 

management application.

Logtrust specializes in offering real-time Big Data solutions 
that allows the integration, management and easy 
visualization of all the data generated by firewalls to obtain 
security alerts.

Logtrust gives you an easy-to-use procedure to collect and 
analyze log data from Check Point R70, R75.10, R75.4, R76 
and R77 Smart Centre platforms.
Logtrust encapsulates data collection from multiple firewalls 
in a single technology add-on instance.
Logtrust enables efficient and flexible real time alert 
management, allowing you to customize alerts.
Logtrust facilitates real-time log data analysis to help detect 
abnormal behavior and maintain regulatory standards 
compliance.
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3
How to

integrate 
Check Point 

with Logtrust

Logtrust offers a user interface to simplify and speed up 
Check Point data collection configuration.

Logtrust monitors all firewall events continuously and actively 
for security administrators to investigate incidents in minutes 
instead of hours or days. As well, other departments in the 
company can use Logtrust’s dashboards and reports to track 
the security policy applied.

You can create your own dashboards, visualizations and alerts 
to match the specific use case as needed.

All your relevant data can be searched and analyzed in one 
single place in Logtrust’s platform. Also, you will be notified 
when you are attacked and will receive information about 
who are the attackers and malicious insiders that may have 
previously gone undetected.

Due to a real-time report you will be able to see all the 
firewalls in your infrastructure, no matter where they are 
located on your network, or if they belong to different 
manufacturers. You can also decide if you want to analyze the 
activity of a specific firewall, of a cluster, of those belonging 
to the same manufacturer or all together. In addition, you can 
use advanced visualization techniques to review your most 
relevant data, and geo-locate attacking IP addresses on heat 
maps.

T he logs from a Check Point FW1 firewall are marked 
with the firewall.checkpoint.fw tag. 

3.1 Tag structure
The concepts type and subtype are fixed, and they identify 
the type and format of the event that is being sent. 
These concepts may take one of the following values 
(corresponding to the different log types):

• firewall.checkpoint.fw.

3.2 In-house relay configuration

As discussed above, it is necessary to install an In-House 
Relay.
Please visit the following link, to access detailed information 
about the Relay installation and configuration: 

https://logtrust.atlassian.net/wiki/display/LD/logtrust+in-
house+relay)

It is necessary to define a new rule in which, all the events 
coming to the port 514 UDP are tagged as firewall.checkpoint.
fw.
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Figure 1: Empty event
drop rule.

Figure 2: The new
applied rule.

This rule, is created to remove all empty events the FW-1 
generates in some cases. 

Relay Rule:
SourcePort: 514
sourceData: firewall.checkpoint.fw: *$
stopProcessing
drop

Sending logs from SmartCenter console on Windows
To send the logs, use the following CLI command on 
SmartCenter: 

• $FWDIR/bin/fw log -ftnl fw.log

Afterwards, the system will collect events using Logtrust’s 
Windows Agent MagicLog and label it using the following tag:
 

• firewall.checkpoint.fw

The Windows Agent ProxServerContainer should send all 
events to the In-House Relay. The only In-House Relay rule 
will be the empty line removal rule specified above. In-House 
Relay’s port should be 13000 (for events already tagged).
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Figure 3: Windows 
ProxyServerContainer settings.

Figure 4: Check Point log 
example when running
the Magic Agent on the
same machine.

Figure 5: All settings done. 
Click Next to finish (verify).

 

 

Note: When adding the Folder Path please introduce the 
absolute pathname. No variables allowed.
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For more information on how to setup the Windows Agent 
please see the Windows Magic Agent installation document 
on the following link:

https://www.logtrust.com/sheet/logtrust_windows_agent.
pdf

Sending logs from SmartCenter console on Linux:

1. Edit /etc/syslog.conf and add:

• local4.info <TAB> @IP_OF_in-house-relay

2. Edit /etc/rc.d/init.d/cpboot and add:

• fw log -ftnl | logger -p local4.info -t firewall.checkpoint.
fw &

3. Reboot the Management server

NOTE: A reboot of the management server is required as 
when the command cpoff/cpon is not enough to activate the 
log forwarding.


